Meet

and

King of comedy, master of mirth, guardian of gags, emperor of entertainment.
Call him what you like – Jeremy Strong is the funniest children’s writer around.
Meet
Jeremy has enjoyed writing stories since he was eight years old, but he worked as a teacher, caretaker, strawberry picker
and jam doughnut stuffer (honestly) before he started to publish books. He has since written dozens of stories, won awards and seen
his books turned into TV programmes. He gets his ideas from all over the place, though he thinks that falling on his head when he
was three has been a particular help to him. Perhaps for that same reason, his favourite hobby is sleeping.

About
When Casper and his friends start a new class, their teacher has a special surprise – they are all SUPERHEROES!
Casper and Pete test out their powers and fight back against the school bullies, the Vampire Twins and Masher McNee.
Can Cartoon Kid and Big Feet Pete rescue Cuggles the fluffy rabbit from Masher and his cronies before it’s too late?
Each book contains 3 stories and is a fantastic mixture of cartoon strips, jokes and easy-to-read text.

More from
Five more top tales to try.

THE HUNDRED-MILEAN-HOUR DOG

The one about Streaker –
the hurricane-speed
dog who gets into all sorts
of trouble!

DOCTOR BONKERS

The one about a mad
professor – part of the
rib-tickling Cosmic
Pyjamas series.

MY BROTHER’S
FAMOUS BOTTOM

The one about – well,
a bottom! There are loads
more books in this super
series too.

KRAZY KOW SAVES
THE WORLD
– WELL, ALMOST

The one where a cow
becomes a superhero!

Look out for

CARTOON KID
SUPERCHARGED!

For more about Jeremy and his books, plus info about his fun-packed Krazy Klub
and great games to play, visit his website – www.jeremystrong.co.uk
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